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Staff Interviewed 
Katie Kujala, Post Production Developer, Digital Imaging and Visual Resources 
 
Brief Summary of DRS Use 
Harvard Art Museum has been depositing their digital content into the DRS2 since around May 2014 and 
the DRS1 since 2001. Katie Kujala is one of two full-time employees that participate in depositing, 
although there is an additional employee that works under SARDIS – a part of Harvard Art Museum - 
also deposits. Most of Katie’s position – about 85-90% - is comprised of depositing, and she deposits on 
a daily basis. 
 
Katie varies using the BatchBuilder GUI and the Studio Processing Application (SPA) that was developed 
in-house to deposit content. In SPA, individual art objects are separated into batches, and each batch 
could include two or more images (one master and one derivative). Katie estimated that 99% deposits 
are TIFFs as an archival master and a JPEG2000 derivative for the deliverable. PDS objects, opaque 
objects, and PDFs and other still image batches make up the other 1%.  
 
Out of the nine types of deposits done at the Harvard Art Museum, they use the SPA for one type of 
deposit, specifically for still images taken by their photographers in the Studio. The SPA was developed 
by the Harvard Art Museum and is a java based application hosted on a server, facilitating a drag-and-
drop deposit workflow. The application calls BatchBuilder and creates the batch folder within the 
project, initiates the sftp, deposits and creates the necessary records in The Musem System (TMS). Katie 
expressed that they have continued to tweak the application, but that they would most likely be happy 
to share their work, in case it could be useful to other depositors.  
 
BatchBuilder without SPA is used for the other 4 types of deposits comprising of still image deposits for 
various projects such as gallery shots, “legacy” images (images from Curators or other non-Studio 
sources), scans, Straus Conservation Center content  and still images that are just JPEG2000s, opaque 
file deposits for x-ray and RTI imagery packages, pdf deposits and PDS objects. 
 
General Workflow for Depositing Manually with BatchBuilder 

• Images  are uploaded into a shared drive 
• The images are typically named by object needed to link into their TMS, the museum’s 

collections management database 
• Katie opens an Excel sheet where rendition numbers used are stored  enters the file name and 

figures out the new ones 
• Then she opens a Batchloader Excel spreadsheet, records the object number in TMS to link to 

and records the rendition number which will be the URN. The Batchloader spreadsheet 
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facilitates record creation in TMS and linking the newly created media records to the 
appropriate object in TMS 

• She opens a Renamer tool and renames the image identifiers to sequenced ones and also 
reformats the name to comply with the DRS requirements 

• Katie adds the content to the correct pre-configured template folder for BatchBuilder 
• She utilizes Photoshop “droplets” to add IPTC/EXIF metadata to the images and also downside 

the pixel count, crop, correct color, etc. 
• Then she generates JPEG2000s from the downsized TIFFs and moves the JP2s to the deliverable 

folder in the BatchBuilder template folder. 
• She opens BatchBuilder, selects the appropriate pre-configured template for BatchBuilder 
• There is no added object metadata, they hold all the information in their TMS and link to the 

DRS. For PDS deposits there is limited added object metadata such as title, author, date. 
• She uses FileZilla to transfer the files, and then waits for the deposit to complete before 

enacting the TMS record creation using a tool called BatchLoader. 
 
General Workflow for Depositing with the SPA 

• TIFF images are uploaded into the application via a web browser. Which are stored on a server 
(the same server SPA is hosted on is where the images uploaded via the browser go). 

• The application uses a database and creates an entry for each art object images are uploaded to. 
Each art object entered in the application will become a batch in BatchBuilder. The database 
records the TIFF and JP2 images uploaded for an art object. 

• This creates a hierarchal TIFF and JP2000 structure 
• Katie downloads the TIFF images for each art object in SPA, generates a JPEG2000 and uploads 

the JPEG2000 to SPA via a web browser. The database records the JPEG200s added to the art 
object. The database knows a TIFF is paired with a JP2 by having each pair have the same file 
name. 

• Then she can click a “submit” button, and the application calls BatchBuilder, creates the batch 
folder, initiates the sftp for deposit, and creates the records and links in TMS. 

 
Inventory of Scripts and Tools Utilized for Deposit 
Scripts 

• Sometimes Katie calls Terminal to rename files if the Renamer isn’t working for something 
• Terminal to record the original names of files given from outside source (to record in the file 

rendition numbers Excel sheet). 
• Exiftool to make sure TIFF images are not LZW (from outside the studio). 

 
 Tools and systems used 

• TMS - The Museum System the collections management database for the museums 
• BatchLoader – create the records in TMS 
• FileZilla – the current sftp Katie uses 
• NameChanger – the current renaming application Katie uses 
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• Excel spreadsheet – for tracking name and number changes for the files 
• SPA – as an alternative for BatchBuilder for the main type of depositing 

 
Summary of Primary Challenges and Desired Aspects 
Katie is on the DRS Testing group for the DRS2, and she continues to give feedback through that venue. 
Since transitioning to the DRS2, Katie says vetting images is a more cumbersome process. They vet them 
in post-deposit, and when they were using the DRS1, if an image ended up being incorrect they could 
just download, edit, create the new JPEG2000 and replace it through the Web Admin quickly. In the 
DRS2, they have to download it, edit, create a new JPEG2000, but then they also have to get rid of the 
URN for the derivative, go to the object and delete it in Web Admin, run the files through BatchBuilder 
and re-deposit it.  
 
Katie also said WebAdmin would benefit from greater search capabilities and perhaps preference 
settings so that when people logged into their profile, relevant settings were pre-configured. She also 
noted that improved documentation for BatchBuilder and WebAdmin would be helpful. She said 
DRS/Batch Builder has some instructions for how tasks are done, but not all of the information is in the 
guide. Mostly, she wants to know more information about how to fill out metadata schemas/create her 
own and import them into BB. Since she does not have HOLLIS IDs or Library objects, she is not certain 
what all the requirements are and where to put the local schemas she would create to get them to work 
in BB, etc. She found the information available for the PDS Web Admin and how to deal with the 
structures to be incomplete or covers some of her uses, but not all (page types, etc.).  
 

 


